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discussion. Now it was thrust into the background: it was,
somewhat cursorily, dismissed with the suggestion that the
victims should find something else to do. And it was not
only in this appeal to self-interest that the trend of opinion
was revealed, and a challenge was thrown down to the
orthodox canons upheld by the State. The revolutionary
notion was also beginning to prevail that the crux of the
agrarian problem was the best mode of investing capital in
the land, and not the best method of supporting people on
the land. The new standpoint completely triumphed.
Henceforth the use of land was to be determined by con-
siderations of what was most profitable. The owner was
encouraged to give free reins to the promptings of personal
gain. The social injury which resulted from selfish indul-
gence no longer carried its former weight. Impressive conse-
quences flowed from the inability of the Early Mercantilist
State to check the movement which treated agriculture
purely as an economic category, and ignored its other aspect
as a way of life conducted on a traditional basis. They came
to a head in the eighteenth century when the rapid increase
of parliamentary enclosures—a procedure stigmatized by
Arthur Young as " a composition of public folly and private
knavery "—gave full scope to commercial forces with little
regard to their reactions.
Conflict	Hitherto  we have been  concerned  with  the   rivalry
bdricuiture between the two branches of husbandry—corn production
and and wool production. The Age of Mercantilism witnessed
industry. ano^}ler struggle which was even more significant for the
future development of the English people. This was the
conflict of interests between agriculture and industry—
between agriculturalists as primary producers and indus-
trialists as consumers of food and raw material—a conflict
which in one form or another has lasted down to the present
day. Here both corn-growers and wool-growers found them-
selves united in their opposition to the claims of industry.
The manufacturers wanted cheap food and cheap raw
material. They therefore demanded that native corn and
wool should not be exported abroad, in order that they
might be plentiful and low-priced; while at the same time

